Privacy Policy
The website www.happyjoeapp.com, its mobile version, and the mobile app “Happy Joe” (the “Sites”)
are owned and operated by Happy Joe App Ltd, a company registered in England and Wales under
number 12358613 with its registered office at 02-149, 4th Floor, Wework, Churchill Place, London,
England, E14 5RE ("Happy Joe", “we”, “our”, and “us”).
This policy (together with our User Terms and Conditions and our App terms) sets out the basis on which
any personal data we collect from you, or that you provide to us, will be processed by us. Please read
this policy carefully to understand how we will treat your personal data. By visiting and using the Sites
you are giving us permission to use your personal data in the ways set out in this policy.
We are the ‘data controller’ of the personal information data that you give to us and we comply with the
provisions of the General Data Protection Regulation (“GDPR”). This website is not intended for children
and we do not knowingly collect data relating to children.
Information we may collect from you
We may collect and process the following data about you:
• Information that you give us by filling in forms on the Sites, or by corresponding with us by phone,
email or otherwise. This includes information you provide when you register to use the Sites, subscribe
to our service, make a payment on the Sites, contact us through the Sites, provide feedback, and when
you report a problem with the Sites.
• In order to use the Sites you will be asked to register either with your email address or through
Facebook. The information we collect from you or that you give to us may include your name, email
address, gender, date of birth, personal description including weight and height, how often you exercise,
personal physical goals, photograph, and financial and credit card information. Where you register
through Facebook, we may collect information from your Facebook profile which you have made
publicly available.
• Location data (where activated and you have agreed to this on your device).
• Details of your visits to the Sites (including, but not limited to, traffic data) and the resources that you
access, the pages you visit and the time you spend on the Sites.
• Information about your device, including, where applicable and available, your IP address, operating
system and browser type, for system administration and to report aggregate information to our
advertisers. This is statistical data about our users' browsing actions and patterns, and does not identify
any individual.
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• Information we receive about you from other sources which we add to your account information. Uses
made of your information
We use information held about you in the following ways: Information you give to us. We will use this
information:
• to carry out our obligations arising from any contracts entered into between you and us and to provide
you with the information, products and services that you request from us;
• to provide you with information about other goods and services we offer that are similar to those that
you have already purchased or enquired about and to provide you with information about goods or
services we feel may interest you. We will contact you by electronic means (email or SMS) only if you
have consented to this and you can ‘opt out’ at any time by contacting us at info@happyjoeapp.com;
• to notify you about changes to our service.
Information we collect about you. We will use this information:
• to administer the Sites and for operations including troubleshooting, data analysis, testing, research,
statistical and survey purposes;
• to improve the Sites to ensure that content is presented in the most effective manner for you and your
device;
• as part of our efforts to keep the Sites safe and secure;
• to make suggestions and recommendations to you and other users of the Sites about goods or services
that may interest you or them and you can ‘opt out’ at any time by contacting us at
info@happyjoeapp.com.
Information we receive from other sources. We may combine this information with information you
give to us and information we collect about you. We may use this information and the combined
information for the purposes set out above (depending on the types of information we receive).
Payment information. Where the payment feature is made available by us, payments may be made in
the App using the native payment feature for Apple and Android or by you inputting your payment
information. When you authorise a payment in the App, or when you input your debit or credit card
information, you agree to the use of your information for the purpose of making and processing your
payment.
Disclosure of your information
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We may disclose your feedback (anonymised and without reference to your personal data) to our
business partners or suppliers to which such feedback refers for the purpose of improving the customer
experience with that business partner or supplier.
We will not disclose your personal information to third parties save for the following:
• In the event that we sell or buy any business or assets, in which case we may disclose your personal
data to the prospective seller or buyer of such business or assets.
• If we are acquired by a third party, in which case personal data held by us about our customers will be
one of the transferred assets.
• If substantially all of our assets are acquired by a third party, in which case personal data held by us
about our customers may be one of the transferred assets.
• If we are under a duty to disclose or share your personal data in order to comply with any legal
obligation, or in order to enforce or apply our User Terms and Conditions and other agreements.

• To protect our rights, property or safety, or that of our customers, users or other third parties. This
includes exchanging information with other companies and organisations for the purposes of fraud
protection, credit risk reduction and law enforcement.
Cookies
In order to improve the Sites, we may use small files commonly known as “cookies”. A cookie is a small
amount of data which often includes a unique identifier that is sent to your computer or mobile phone
(referred to in this policy as a 'device') from the Sites and is stored on your device's hard drive. A cookie
records on your device information relating to your internet activity (such as whether you have visited
the Sites before). The cookies we use on the Sites do not collect any personally identifiable information
about you.
If you do not want us to use cookies when you use the Sites, you can adjust your internet browser
settings not to accept cookies. Your web browser's help function should tell you how to do this.
Alternatively, you can find information about how to do this for all the commonly used internet
browsers on the website: http://www.aboutcookies.org/default.aspx. This website will also explain how
you can delete cookies which are already stored on your device.
How long we store your personal data
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We will only retain your personal data for as long as necessary to fulfil the purposes for which we
collected it, including for the purposes of satisfying any legal, accounting, or reporting requirements.
To determine the appropriate retention period for personal data, we consider the amount, nature, and
sensitivity of the personal data, the potential risk of harm from unauthorised use or disclosure of your
personal data, the purposes for which we process your personal data and whether we can achieve those
purposes through other means, and the applicable legal requirements.
Details of retention periods for different aspects of your personal data are available in our retention
policy which you can request from us by contacting us.
Where we store your personal data
The data that we collect from you is stored on servers located within the European Economic Area. We
have put in place appropriate security measures to prevent your personal data from being accidentally
lost, used or accessed in an unauthorised way, altered or disclosed. In addition, we limit access to your
personal data to those employees, agents, contractors and other third parties who have a business need
to know. They will only process your personal data on our instructions and they are subject to a duty of
confidentiality. We have put in place procedures to deal with any suspected personal data breach and
will notify you and any applicable regulator of a breach where we are legally required to do so.
However, you acknowledge that transmission of information via the internet is not completely secure.
For this reason, we cannot guarantee the security of your personal data in transmission to the Sites.
Where we have given you (or where you have chosen) a password which enables you to access certain
parts of the Sites, you are responsible for keeping this password confidential. We ask you not to share
your password with anyone.
Marketing
You have the right to ask us not to process your personal data for marketing purposes. We will usually
inform you (before collecting your data) if we intend to use your data for such purposes or if we intend
to disclose your information to any third party for such purposes. You can exercise your right to prevent
such processing by checking certain boxes on the forms we use to collect your data. You can also
exercise the right at any time by contacting us at info@happyjoeapp.com.
Links
The Sites may, from time to time, contain links to and from the websites of our partner networks,
advertisers and affiliates. If you follow a link to any of these websites, please note that these websites
have their own privacy policies and that we do not accept any responsibility or liability for these policies.
Please check these policies before you submit any personal data to these websites.
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Your rights
The GDPR gives you a number of rights that are generally free of charge.
You have the right to access information held about you.
The GDPR also gives you the right to request that we transfer your personal data to another person and
to complain to the Information Commissioner (www.ico.org.uk) if you consider that we are not
processing your personal data in accordance with the GDPR.
You are entitled at any time to object to any processing that we carry out and can withdraw any consent
to processing that you have given.
We want to make sure that your personal information is accurate and up-to-date. You may ask us to
correct information about you that is not accurate or to erase it.
You can exercise these rights at any time by contacting us at info@happyjoeapp.com. Editing and
deleting your information on the Sites
Generally, you may delete any content you upload to the Sites. Removed content may persist in backup
copies for a reasonable period of time and as necessary to comply with our legal obligations. Even after
removal from the Sites, content may continue to be viewable on search engines and other sites that may
have cached (or copied) the information when it was on the Sites.
Changes to this policy
Any changes we may make to this policy in the future will be posted on this page and, where
appropriate, notified to you by email. Please visit this page frequently to see any updates or changes to
this policy. You can determine when this policy was last updated by checking the “Last updated” date at
the end of this policy.
Contact us
Questions, comments and requests regarding this policy are welcomed and should be addressed to:
Happy Joe App Ltd Address: 02-149, 4th Floor, Wework, Churchill Place, London, England, E14 5RE
Email: info@happyjoeapp.com
Last updated: February 2021
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